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Fidelity Life endorses the ISI submission that was presented. We would like to add to that 
submission by expanding on the need to set up a fund that invests in New Zealand assets that will 
boost the ownership of New Zealand assets by New Zealanders. 
It is particularly relevant for Fidelity Life who is the largest New Zealand owned life insurance 
company who potentially could be taken over by foreign interests which will leave our life 
insurance industry completely foreign owned. 
 
Background 
NZ has a very poor rate of household investment in the equity market.  This has led to a number 
of good NZ companies being brought up by Australia and other countries to the point where 
most of the financial services industry is in foreign ownership.   
This will only get worse as there are big pools of funds in Australia and Asia who are not afraid 
to pay large multiples for good cash flow businesses.  
 If shareholders are selling out good producing assets earning 15% plus then putting it into bank 
deposits with Australian banks earning 3% after tax then the balance of payments deficit is only 
going to get greater as profits head overseas.   
If we are going to be a financial hub, then again all the profits are going to go overseas. 
 
More Savings into Productive Assets 
The country needs to get households saving and putting into productive New Zealand assets. At 
the moment a lot of the investment is going offshore to improve the productivity of overseas 
countries.  
To get New Zealanders to invest there needs to be 

- Trust in the assets they’re investing in 
- Good returns 
- Simple to understand 
- Simple to execute 

 
The Government could set up a fund into which they could put some of their SOE’s and then 
enable private investors and kiwisaver funds to invest into these assets. Kiwisaver funds are ideal 
because they have long term horizons similar to the infrastructure assets. 
 The Government, NZ super fund or ACC could maintain a controlling interest so that it remains 
NZ owned.  Only New Zealanders would be able to invest. There should be some Government 
guarantee to maintain long term confidence.  The Government could receive a fee for this. 
The fund could purchase good NZ companies to avoid them being taken over by foreign 
ownership.  It could also invest in infrastructure assets like toll roading, rail, airports, ports, 
power stations, broadband etc where there is a monopoly situation and the profitability is nearly 
assured. 
 
 
 
 
 


